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1 
Asymptotic integration is perhaps one of the most practical and efficient 
methods in the field of asymptotic behavior of differential equations; but 
progress within this field has been thus far extremely slow. In our view 
there exist only two basic theorems, namely, those of N. Levinson [I, 
pp. 92-961 and of Hartman and Wintner [2]. Everything else has to be 
studied in isolation, that is, the case of second-order equations, in which we 
are interested. 
In Section 2 we shall obtain formulae that relate asymptotically the 
solutions of the unperturbed equation 
(PY’)’ +fv = 0 [I( 1’ = Wtl 
and those of the perturbed one 
w)‘+(f’+g)Y==o (see Theorems 1 and 2). (2) 
In Section 3 we improve some of the results obtained above. Our results 
extends those of Harris and Lutz [3] concerning equations of type 
y”+(l+t z sin fit) y = 0, CI, p reals. 
In Section 4 we give asymptotic formulae for the solution of the unper- 
turbed equation (1) and for its “non-oscillatory” version 
h?Jf)’ -.f. = 0 (see Theorems 5 and 6). 
These results generalize those due to Coppel [4], for p andf‘need to be 
just once differentiable. Further, our integrability condition is simpler than 
that in [4] and thus we improve some of Reads results [IS]. 
In Section 5 we use results already obtained in order to produce 
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asymptotic formulae for Eq. (2) directly in terms of p, f, and g. We include 
in particular a number of classical results. 
In the following we suppose that the solutions of Eq.(l) are defined on 
[It,, co) and the function p =p(t) is positive. 
2. RELATED FORMULAE 
In this section we obtain asymptotic formulae for the solutions of the 
perturbed equation 
(PY’)’ + (f+ ‘!?I Y = 0 
in terms of those of the unperturbed one, 
(PY’)’ +fu = 0. (1) 
Notation. We shall refer to a function i(t) satisfying condition (c) if 
(c) i(t) does not verify both conditions 
&l A(t) = -co and iim i(t)= co 
, + m I--r= 
simultaneously. 
THEOREM 1. Let { 4,) C$ ) be a fundamental system of solutions qf 
Eq. (1). Let w = ~(4,) $-) be the Wronskian and suppose that 
(i) ,f+(t)={yg#$ existsfor t3to, 
(ii) g4+4-f. 1 - g4T f+ EL, (t>t,), 
(iii) 2(t) = Re w; ’ . j:, 4 + & g, where wO =pw, satisfies condition (c) 
Then the perturbed equation 
(PY’)‘+(f‘+g).v=O (2) 
possesses a fundamental system of solution { y _+ } such that for t + co 
y+ =a”[IIk-(l +O(ll)+dl)dfl 
y; =a”Cd’+.(l +41))+41)d’T1, 
(3) 
where 
a(t)=exp w;’ j Id+4 g, ‘4’0 = pw, 10 
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Proof: Taking z, =y and z2 =py’ (2) is equivalent to the system 
z’ = (A(t) + B(t)) z 
where 
Let @ be the fundamental matrix 
then u = @- ‘z satisfies 
u’ = IV0 ‘g d+d- 4’ 
4: -d+d l4 > 
wo = pw. 
Now take u = (I+ Q) u, where 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Q=w,’ ; 
i 
-f~ 
+ - "'0 tr‘+ .f ' 
I being the identity matrix. We obtain thus the system 
u’ = (A(t) + R(t)) u, (7) 
where A(t)=w; ‘gd+& .diag{l, -1) and R(t)=wG2g(r,,(t)) with 
r,,(t)=f+4Z +w 0 '.f‘+f-(v+4~- +wo 'f+K) 
r,2(t)=24+&fm +2w,‘dT f+.f’ + w,2f2 .f+[2d+(L -wg ‘f+4’ 1 
r,,(t) = -a+ d .f - U’O ‘f, .f 4’ 
Y**(f) = -Y,,(t). 
Since system (7) satisfies Levinson’s theorem [ 1, pp. 92-961, there is a fun- 
damental matrix V such that for t + CC 
V(t)= [Z+o(l)]expJ”A 
and thus (4) possesses a fundamental matrix Z such that for t + cc 
Z(t) = @(I+ Q)[Z+ o( l)] exp j’ A. 
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Remark. Although det @ is a constant (which may be chosen = l), it 
was not calculated explicitly in order to avoid introducing constraints on 
the fundamental system { bk }. It appears from the following theorems that 
is quite advantageous. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider 
(t2y’)‘+(r2+P)y=0, a real. (8) 
4 +(t) = t - ‘e”’ is a fundamental system of solutions for the unperturbed 
equation 
( r2y’)’ + t’y = 0. (9) 
The existence condition for 
is satisfied for c1< 2, the remaining conditions being trivially satisfied. So, 
as u10 = - 2i and 
a(t)=expw;’ ‘$+&g=expiL 
J  ^ 2(ff - 1) 
for 1 # tl < 2 and a(t) = exp i((ln t)/2) for c( = 1 then, according to formula 
(3) (8) possesses a fundamental system y+ such that for t + a3 
P’expfi 
In t 
-t 
( 1 
t-t2 , CI = 2. 
We also have a similar formula for its derivatives y; . 
This theorem is quite useful when both solutions 4, and & of the 
unperturbed equation (1) have the same behavior. This theorem is certainly 
useful in the oscillatory case. This theorem is an analog to the theorem that 
gives conditions for g with respect to the principal solution in the non- 
oscillatory case (see Hartman [6], p. 3791). 
So when both solutions are comparable, g& may not be conditionally 
integrable although a linear combination of both, say, 
g(4: -4Y)=d$: +($)‘)=g(4+ +4-I’-%4+d-, 
may be. 
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THEOREM 2. Let {$, , II/,} b e a fundamental system of solutions of 
Eq. (1) and let w = w($, , $2) be their Wronskian. Suppose that 
(i) sl(t)=~,“d$:-@) andgAt)=f,“g$,$, existfor tat,, 
(ii) grC/ig,EL,(t3 to), k= 1, 2, j= 1, 2, 
(iii) A(t) = Re(w;~‘/2i) j’ (II/: + Ic/$)g ( w,, = pw) verifies condition (c). 
Then equation (py’)’ + (f + g) y = 0 possesses a fundamental system of 
solutions y+ such that for t + cc 
Y, =a*‘[($, *ilc/2)(l+41))+41N~1TilC/2)1 
Y; = a”C(~;+i~;)(l+0(1))+0(1)(~;fi~;)l, 
(10) 
where 
iw,’ 1 
a(t) = exp - 
2 s (rl/:+IcI:)s> 
W” = pw. 
Proof: It is straightforward consequence of Theorem 1 where we take 
Q+ =11/, +i$,. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the equation 
( t2y’)’ + ( t2 + t” cos 2t) y = 0, a real. (11) 
In this case g(t) = t” cos 2t, with d+(t) = t ~ ‘ekit, does not satisfy 
Theorem 1, but it satisfies Theorem 2 with $,(t) = t- ‘ei’ and 
t+b2(t)= tp’e “. Both 
nl(r)={x sa cos 2s[sC2e2’\- sC2e m2i’] ds=2i/,m s “-‘cos2ssin2sds 
I 
and 
g*(t)= OCs~~acos2s~s~1e 
s f 
‘e”.s-‘e “ds=~iiJs’ 2cos2sd.~ 
I 
exist for t 2 t, > 0 provided c( < 2. The remaining conditions are trivially 
verified. As w0 =pw = - 2i and 
I sap2 cos2 2s f 
a(t)=exp 
2 
ds-exp $ srp2 ds, 
on account of (lo), with c( < 2, Eq. (11) has a fundamental system of 
solutions y k such that for t -+ cc 
y+(t)~t~‘e”“~“4(u--I)[cos t *sin t], l#a<2 
-t ’ * ‘/4[cos t f sin t], a= 1. 
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We also have similar formulae for the derivatives y’+ . Note that the fac- 
tor a”, for 1 < CI < 2, contributes substantially to the behavior of the 
solutions. 
By the sole use of Theorem 2 we obtain the first two theorems in Harris 
and Lutz [3] for equations of the form 
y”+(l +g)y=O. 
In fact, Theorem 2.1 [3] follows from our Theorem 2 with 1c/ ,(t) = cos t, 
$*(t) = sin t and Theorem 2.2 [3] follows from Theorem 2 above taking 
$1(t) = ei’ and $*(t) = ie-“. 
Moreover, with $,(t) = e”, tiz(t) = e -” we obtain a symmetric version of 
Theorem 2.2 [ 33. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that the real-valued function g defined for t 2 t, 
satisfies :
(i) g,(t)= mg(~)sin2sds andg,(t)=J,“g existfor t>t,, 
I 
(ii) g.g,E<, (tat,,), k= 1, 2, 
(iii) A(t) = 
5 
g(s) cos 2s ds verifies condition (c). 
Then equation y” + ( 1 + g) y = 0 has a,fundamental system of solutions y + 
such that for t -+ co 
where 1 f 
n(f)=expZ g(s)cos2sds. s 
Harris and Lutz [3] does not have Theorem 3. We were able to simplify 
[3] because we did not make any further change of variable, only a change 
of basis of solutions. With this last theorem and Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in 
[3] we are able to study asymptotic behavior of equations of type 
y”+(l +g)Y=o 
with 
g(t) = 1 (t pnk sin A, tBk + t - 6k cos ak P), 
where 0 <elk < 1, 0 < 6, < 1, and &, Pk, Ed, qk are constants. 
We observe that although this method helps to solve these cases not 
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covered by the results obtained by Levinson [l] and Hartmann and 
Wintner [2], still there are other equations that we are unable to solve. 
For instance, if 
g(f) = tC’(cos 2t + sin 2t) or g(t) = t ~ w2 sin 2t. 
Unfortunately no results are known to the author that apply to these 
examples. The solutions of these cases seems quite interesting since they 
will provide results that may be extended to general equations of type (1). 
3. ITERATION OF THE METHOD 
Iterating the method used above we can improve further on the con- 
ditions of integrability of g. 
THEOREM 4. Let (4 k } b e a itn j d amental system of solutions of Eq. (1) 
and let w  = ~(4 + ,$ ) be its Wronskian. Suppose that 
(i) f+(t)=S,“s~2,,f+(t)=S~sQ)+~-f+ existfor t>b, 
(ii) g4’, f ‘T T sd + d f, , gd’, 7+ are integrabh 
(iii) A(t)= Refw;’ J’g(2+4+4_ + ~‘;‘4: fp +#T f,)} satisfies (c). 
Then the perturbed equation 
has a fundamental system of solutions y, such that for t + a): 
Y+ =a+Cd+(l +41))+41)dfl 
Y’+ =a+Cd&(l +o(1))+41)4ils 
(12) 
s , a+(t)=exp+w;’ - s#+d- +w, 2 I ‘&f,. 
Proof State system (6) as 
u’ = (A + V) u 
with 
1 0 ~(t)=w,'g4+4- o -1 2 I 1 Y(t)=w,k[ -1; y. 
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Now performing the change of variable U= (I- Q) W, Q(Z) =ly V and 
using (Z-Q))’ =I+ Q+ (I- Q) ~’ Q’ (the latter is valid for t large 
enough, since if t -+ “o, Q(r) + 0) we obtain 
w’= [A+ B+R] u’, 
where 
,?=A- I’Q, P=QA-AQ, 
ii=[~-Ql~‘Q*[/i-nQ-v~l+~(n+~)~. 
The latter system satisfies the hypothesis of Harris and Lutz [3, 
Theorem 3.11, so it possesses a fundamental matrix W such that for t --) x8 
W(t)= [Z+0(1)] exp/‘;i. 
So system (4) has a fundamental matrix Z such that for t -+ cc satisfies 
Z(t)=@(Z+o(l))exp ‘;i 
I 
and the results follows. 
In fact this theorem improves Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider 
(t -‘y’)‘+ F t * + * ty1 +t’) 1 ?’ =0, c( real. 
The unperturbed equation 
([-‘y’)‘+r-‘y=o 
possesses a fundamental system of solutions given by 
d_+(t)=(lTit)expfir. 
(14) 
If f < E < 5, the hypotheses of Theorem 4 are satisfied but not the 
hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2. In fact, the integrals 
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where (L, ) is an integrable function, exist for t 2 t, > 0 and also the 
integrals corresponding to g4 + 4 ~ f, , although just conditionally if 2a < 1. 
So Theorems 1 and 2 do not apply. The integrability conditions of 
Theorem 4 are trivially verified for 3a > 1. 
So, according to ( 12) the perturbed equation (13) has a fundamental 
system of solutions y+ such that for t + cc 
y.(t)-(lTit)exp+i t+---- 
i 
t 
1-z t I -2or 
2(1 -a)+S(l-2a) ) 
( 
t I ~a tl 2a 
y’,(t)-ftexpfi t+- 
2(1-x)+8(1 -2a) > 
Although we could infer from Theorem 4 a theorem concerning the 
iterated-resonant version in a way similar to the way in which we obtained 
Theorem 2 from Theorem 1 (recall that Theorem 2 states the resonant 
case), such a theorem would require integrability conditions which are 
rarely fulfilled. As a matter of fact the functions 
d$: - a, s*,*z> ‘d$? + ti;)gk> k=1,2 
(g, given by (i) in Theorem 2) would be required to be conditionally 
integrable. We remark on this issue that each g, admits the same factor, 
namely, g($: + $i), which is not to be supposed conditionally integrable. 
Thus we are led to demand conditional integrability on 
de: + $:I g, and g(G + 46) g2 
notwithstanding the fact that g, or g, is as badly integrable as g($: + $z). 
As an example of the former situation consider the typical case 
y”+(1+r~“c0s2t)y=0, O<a<l. 
Take ICII(t)=e”, IC12(t)=ePf’ in order to obtain q,$2= 1, 
$:++:=2cos2t, $:-$:=2isin2t and 
s,(f) = jy s P”cos2sds=$sin2r+(L,), 
,m 
sP”cos2ssin2sd.r=$cos41+(L,) g*(t) = J I 
exist for t > 0, but 
S’ cL A* f 
;+~;k2=J”,~ f 21 cos 2s cos 4s ds 
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is non-existent unless g. g, E L, in which case it is enough to apply 
Theorem 2. To find the asymptotic formula for the solutions corresponding 
to c( = 4 remains an open problem. 
4. THE UNPERTURBED EQUATION 
The results that we have been able to establish thus far require 
beforehand a knowledge about a fundamental system of solutions of the 
unperturbed equations 
(P$)‘+.fi=O. (1) 
Here we obtain the asymptotic form of this fundamental system. We sup- 
pose p and f to be differentiable and positive over an interval I= [to, co). 
We shall work on the system 
zl=( p, qz, (15) 
which is equivalent to (1). 
Further we transform (15) by means of u = Cz, where 
c= i(Pf)“’ 
( 
1 
-i(pjy 1 > 
and we get 
where 
u’ = 
i(f/p)‘!” + h, -b, 
-b, -i(,f/p)“2 + h, IA3 > 
b, = a (Pf) ‘(Pf)‘. 
Thus, if we write s = j’ (fi~)‘/~, we have 
du . i+b -b -&=u= -b -i+b u, 
> 
b =p “:fP3’2(pf)‘. 
Finally, we perform the change of variable w  = & ‘u, where 
4 = diagleis, e-;.y }. This leads us to consider the system 
b _ be2iS 
)+ = _ be 20 b > 
E’, 
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which we write 
(16) 
where 
In order to use once more Theorem 3.1 in Harris and Lutz [3], we 
demand the existence of Q(t) = jp P’ for t 3 t, and the integrability of AQ, 
P’Q, and QV. 
Thus we have: 
THEOREM 5. Let p = p( t), f= f (t) he positive and differentiable functions 
defined over an interval I = [to, 3cj). Suppose that 
(i) j* (.UP)“~= xc, 
(ii) q*(r)=jiC dt(ln[p(t)f(t)])‘expf2i~‘(,f;lp)”’existfor r>,r,,, 
(iii) j I(Wp(t)f (f)l)'lq+(Odt< x. 
Then the equation (p,~)‘)’ +,fj = 0 possesses u fundumental system of 
solutions ~1% such thut us t + r; 
y+(t)= CP(O.f‘(Ol -I4 
I 
(1 +o(l))exp&iJ’(flp)‘.? 
L I 
f 
y’,(t)= +ip(t) 3’4,f‘(t)“4 (1 +o(l))expfi (f/P)‘i2 
+ o(l)expTiJ’(,f~p)ll’]. 
Proqf: We need only to obtain the solutions in asymptotic form. As 
(16) satisfies the hypothesis in Theorem 3.1 of [3], it has a fundamental 
matrix W(s) such that for s -+ a 
W(s)= [Z+o(l)] expJ’il= [p(t).~(t)]“4CZ+o(1)l. 
So (15) possesses a fundamental matrix Z(t) such that for t + CC 
z(t)=(pf)“4C-‘fj[z+0(1)]. 
From here the result follows. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Take the equation 
(t”y’)’ + tfiy = 0, a, /I real. (17) 
It is not difficult to verify the hypothesis in our last theorem provided 
Y - p < 2. So (17) possesses a fundamental system of solutions y + such that 
for t-r cr 
~v*(f)=tr(z+‘“~4 (1 +o(*))cxptp-~+2.1’“~‘+*); 
[ 
2it(” ~ 2 + *)I2 
jexpT fl-u+2 1 + O(1 
y’i(r)= *it’” 3zG4 (1 +o(l))exPp~u2;2 tu-%+2);? 
i 
+ o(l) expr “;r”-~ ‘,;*I. 
a 
In particular, the equation 
(fy’) + t”y = 0, 2 real, 
has a fundamental system of solutions y + such that for t + 00 
y+(t)=tr”‘2[e”‘(1 +O(l))+0(1)e+“] 
f+(t)= -&-i[-z’2[e+ir(l +0(1))+0(l)e’“]. 
Thus (9) and (14) possess fundamental systems c$+, $ &, respectively, 
such that for t + CG 
(b*(t)-t I,+“, f&+(r)- *it -‘e*” 
and 
$t(t)-te”‘, ‘p+(t)- +ite”‘. 
This is, of course, the behavior of the b+ and $ +. 
Also the equation 
y”+&tr*y=o, E real, 
does not satisfy the hypothesis of our theorem. This is not surprising since 
it is known that the solutions are oscillatory if and only if E > $. 
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EXAMPLE 5. Consider the equation 
(ea’y’)’ + e”‘y = 0, a, p reals. 
The hypotheses of the last theorem are satisfied if B > ~1. So, this equation 
possesses a fundamental system of solutions y, such that for t -+ cc 
2i 
+ 0(l)exp~reccPP1)i2)’ 1 
C 2i Y;(t)= *ie’pp3a)r’4 (1 +o(l))expf-e (([l-z)!z)r B-a 
2i 
+o(1)expfrReel(~~‘)‘2” 1 
for /3 > SI. 
The formula, for /I = U, 
~+(t)=e~“‘i2[(1+0(1))exp+it+o(1)expTit] 
y’,(t)= +ieK”‘/2[(1 +o(l))exp-&it+o(l)expfit], 
is not true. 
Theorem 5 generalizes Coppel’s results [4, p. 1201, because instead of 
twice differentiable, p and f are required to be just once differentiable. 
Further the respective integrability conditions are easier to verify. 
By using the HartmanWintner theorem one obtains the analogy of 
Theorem 5 for the non-oscillatory case: 
THEOREM 6. Let p and f he differentiable and positive over an interval 
I= [to, co). Suppose: 
(i) j2 WP)“~ = 00, 
(ii) pU3’2fp5’*[(pf)‘12 E L,(I). 
Then the equation 
(PY’)’ -fy = 0 (18) 
possesses a fundamental system of solutions y, such that for t + 03 
Y*(t)= CP(t)f(t)l-“4 
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+o(l)exp (f 1’ UhV2] 
y’,(t)= *p(t)-3’4f(t)“4 [exp(~Ir(~~)‘-‘)(l+o(l)) 
+o(l)exp f jf(flpP2 ( )I . 
Proof We proceed as in Theorem 5. We perform the change of variable 
u=cz, s = ( (fiJp2, 
s 
on the system which is equivalent to (18). We get 
The result follows from the Hartman-Wintner theorem [2] since the last 
right-hand matrix in the above system is L,. 
EXAMPLE 6. The equations 
(Py’) - tl’y = 0, a-p<2 
and 
(Py’)’ - Py = 0, 8>a 
verify trivially the hypothesis of Theorem 6. So, they possess fundamental 
systems 4*, Ic/+, respectively, such that for t --P co 
T 2t’B ~ cl+ 2)/2 
+ 4lbw p-a+2 1 
f&+(t)= ft(B-3’)‘4 (l+~(l))exp ‘iTi;;“” 
[ 
T2jS--l+w 
+ oU)exp p-a+2 1 
402 
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l)*(t)=e-‘“+a)“4 (1+0(l))exp$+““2 
[ 
T2 
+ 4l)exp~e 
(/i-~z)1/2 
I 
$‘+(t)= +f(iip’“)r,‘4 (1 +o(l))exp+&e(" d1j2 
i 
T2 (/J 
+ 41) exp-e 
%)I!2 
1 
The formula, for /I = CL, 
$+(t)=e ““[(l +o(l))expir+o(l)exp9t] 
$‘lt(t)= fe -““[(1+0(1))expft+o(l)expft], 
is not true. 
5. APPLICATIONS OF THE ABOVE RESULTS 
We apply results from the last sections to get asymptotic formulae for a 
fundamental system of solutions corresponding to equation 
in terms of the functions p, f, and g. To begin with, suppose that p and j 
satisfy Theorem 5. That is to say 
(i) p and f are positive and differentiable over an interval 
I= C&3, a), 
(ii) J” (fl~)‘/~ = co, 
(iii) q+(r)=j,” dt(lnCp(t)f(t)l)‘exp+2iS’ WP)“~ 
exist for r 2 ro, 
(iv) j” I(lnCp(~)f(~)l)’ qk(t)l dl< O-J. 
Under these conditions Theorem 5 assures that the equation 
(PY’)‘+fy=o 
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has a fundamental system of solutions 4, such that for t + co 
d,(t)=(l +O(1))CP(t)f(t)l~“4.expfi s ‘WP)“~ 
d’+(t)= *i(l +0(l))p(t)m3’4,f(t)‘,‘4.exp+i 
I 
‘(flp)‘/* 
and so u’,, = pw(q4 + , C$ ~~ ) - i/2. Thus, from Theorem 1 we have 
THEOREM 7. Suppose p and f satisfy (i)-(iv). Let g he a real-valued 
function defined over I = [t,, a,). Suppose further thut 
(~1 g,(r) = sr” dt dt)Cdt).f(t)l -I’* sin 2 1’ (f/p)“* 
and 
gdr) = Jr d~dt)Cp(t).f(t)l 
r 
“* ~0s 2 j’ WP)]‘* 
exist for r 2 r,,, and 
(vi) g(pf))‘!*g,6L,(Z), k= 1, 2. 
Then (py’)’ + (f + g) y = 0 has a fundamental system of solutions y + such 
that for t -+ a 
y’+(t)= *i(l +o(1))p(t))3’4f(t)‘4expfi 
I r c(f/P)“‘+ ts(Pf I- li21. tl 
Also applying Theorem 2 with II/, = ~+3 + and qj2 = q5 we have: 
THEOREM 8. Suppose p andf satisfy (i)-(iv) above. Let g be real-valued 
over I = [to, CD). Suppose further that 
(~‘1 g,(r) = Jr” dtg(t)Cp(t)f (t)l -l’* sin 2 f’ WP)“~ 
and 
g2(r) = i‘ - g(t)Cp(t)f(t)l -“2 dt, r 
(vi’) g(pf I-“’ g, 6 L,(O, k = 1, 2, 
(vii’) A(t) = J’ dr g(r)[p(r) f (r)] P’/2 cos 2 j’ (f/p)“* satisfy condition 
(CL 
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Then (py’)’ + (f + g) y = 0 possesses a fundamental system of solutions 
such that ,for t -+ CC 
Y*(t)- CP(r)f(t)l ‘I4 exp f 4 A(t) [ cos j’ WPP’ f sin j’ (.UP)‘/‘~ 
y’,(t)-p(t)-3’4f(t)1’4exp+_&L(t) -sin 
[ j 
‘(f/p)L12+~o~ j 1 ‘(f/p)li2 . 
Taking $, = 4 + , $2 = i& in Theorem 2 we have a symmetrical version 
of Theorem 8 (as Theorem 3) obtained by interchanging “sin” and “~0s.” in 
the definition of g,, and “~0s” and “sin” in the definition of A. 
We have just to apply Theorem 4 to obtain the iterated non-resonant 
version, which is thus an extension of Theorem 7. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose p andf satisfy conditions (i)-(iv) above. Let g be a 
real-valued function defined on I[ t,, CC ). Suppose further that 
(v”) the integrals g,, k = 1, 2, from Theorem 7(v) and 
gk(r) = jx g(pf ))I” g,, k=1,2 
r 
exist for r 3 rO, 
(vi”) g(pf) m”2g:, g(pf) I’* i, E L,(I), k= 1, 2, 
(vii”) the function 
4t) = j’ drg(r)Mr)f (r)l~ ‘I2 jm dz g(r)Cp(z)f CT)1 -I/’ cos 2 jr Wp)‘/* r * 
satisfies condition (c). 
Then (py’)’ + (f + g) y = 0 possesses a fundamental system of solution y 
such that for t -+ GO: 
y,(t) = (1 + 4We ““““[p(t)f(t)]~““exp+i 
X 
(i‘ 
rC(f’~)“2+tg(pf)F1’21+th(t) 
> 
y;(t)= *i(l +o(l))e A(‘)i4p(t))3’4f(t)1/4exp+i 
X ’ CWp)“* + tg(pf )-“21 + bh(t) 
> 3 
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h(t) = jr drg(r)[p(r)f(r)] -1’2 jm dT g(z)[p(z)f(t)] p”2 sin 2 J’(flp)ii2. 
r * 
By applying Theorem 6 and Theorem 9.1 in Hartman [6, p. 3711, we are 
able to get a result analogous to the previous ones for the non-oscillatory 
case, namely, for 
(PI”)‘-(f+g)y=O. 
THEOREM 10. Let p and f he positive and differentiable on an interval 
I= [t,, 00) such that 
i‘ O” (flp)“2 = O-2 and p-3’2f-5’*[pf )‘I26 L,(Z). 
Suppose further that g is a continuous complex-valued function satisfying 
&t)=j-rdsg(s)[p(s)f(s)]P”2~exp-2~’(flp)1’2 
f 
exists for t 3 to, and 
5 
rds sup Ig(t)l.[f(s)/p(s)]1’2.exp2/‘(flp)1i2<cz. 
.S<t<X 
Then, ( py’)’ - (f + g) y = 0 has a fundamental system of solutions y + such 
that as t -+ 00 
Y~(t)~CP(t)f(t)l~“4exp+2 ‘WPP’ s 
p*= +(pf)“2+o(IpfI-“2). 
Although the results already obtained refer to equations of order two, it 
is clear that our methods and ideas may be generalized to first-order 
systems of an arbitrary dimension. However, not every system is as good as 
those equivalent to a second-order equation. In order to establish similar 
results for higher-order equations one would have to cope with a 
significant amount of calculation difficulties. In this connexion several 
articles about the interesting application to the calculation of the deficiency 
index have been realized by Eastham and Grudniewicz [7]. In a forthcom- 
ing work we shall refer to generalization of these results to higher dimen- 
sion. 
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Theorems 5 and 6 deserve a particular comment. Their conclusion, that 
is to say the asymptotic formulae for the solutions, should prevail under 
more general hypothesis on p and $ In fact, one could expect them to be 
merely continuous and so obey different integrability conditions. But our 
method always requires differentiability. On the other hand, these theorems 
deserve to be studied from the viewpoint of the representation they furnish 
of a fundamental matrix (concerning the well-known difficulties of the 
representation problem see Pinto [S] ). 
Finally, we believe that every extension to systems (especially to non- 
linear ones) must consider general results on perturbations of differentiable 
systems, particulary (as in Pinto [9]) those providing a bound for the 
growth of the perturbed systems. 
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